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ENT NATIONAL CONFERENCE WITH INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION 
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08:00 - 09:00 înregistrarea

9.00-9.20 Cuvint de deschidere, - Rector USMF”Nicolae Testemițanu” , Emil Ceban

- Director SCR ’Timofei Moșneaga”, Andrei Uncuță

9.20- 9.40 Prof. Vetricean Sergiu - 10 years of Cochlear Implantation in Moldova

9.40- 10.10 Prof. Eugenius Lesinskas - Developement of Cochlear implantation program 

in Lithuania.

10.10- 10.40 Prof. Sebastian Cozma — 24 de ani de Implantare cohleară în România - ce 

am învățat și ce nerămîne de făcut

10.40- 11.00 - Dr. Xeyyam Masiyev- Developement of Cochlear implantation program in 

Azerbadjan.

11.00 -11.20- Alexandru Didencu -Implantarea cohleara la copii în Republica Moldova

11.20- 11.40 - Enachi Victor - Implantarea cohleara bilaterala, mit sau realitate

11.40- 12.00 - Guma Constantin - Asociera hipoacuziei cu deficitul vestibular. Evaluarea 

copiilor pre și post implant cohlear 

12:00- 13:00 Lunch Break

13.00 -13.30 - DI. Ewald Thumer, Area Manager MED-EL Vienna „30 Years MED-EL 

Vienna"

13.30- 14.00 - Prof. Milan Profant-Cochlear implantation and Bone conduction implants in 

patients with cholesteatoma chronic otitis.

14.00 -14.30 - Dr. Cristina Mârțu - Posibilități de restaurare funcțională auditivă prin 

implanturi active

14.30- 15.00 - Conf. Chiaburu Angela- Screeningul universal la copiii nou-născuți

15.00 - 15.30 —Chirtoaca Diana Reabilitarea post implantare

15.30-15.45 - Chiaburu-Chiosa Doina - Actualități în patologia vestibulară periferică.

Particularități distinctive ale vertijului central

15.45-16.00 - Noroc Iurie - Implantarea dispozitivelor cu ancorare osoasa si de ureche 

medie
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The Republic of Moldova is a landlocked country between 
Romania and Ukraine that covers 33.845 square kilometers. The capital. 
Chișinău, is in the center of the country and has 740.000 
inhabitants. Moldova is a multiethnic republic

Although it has a small area, the Republic of Moldova has a great 
potențial represented first of all by the geomorphologic aspect of its 
territory - an unusual diversity of landscape reservations or scenery and 
unique geologica! monuments of European and world value.There are 
several museums in downtown Chisinau. including the museum of 
Archeology and Ethnography. the museum of Natural History. and the 
National Museum of Fine Arts.Moldova is famous for its wines.

State University of Medicine and Pharmacy 
“NicolaeTestemițanu” is a scientific, curative and cultural centre of 

university training, residency and fellowship training as well as continuous 
undergraduate and postgraduate education of doctors and pharmacists from the Republic of Moldova. It was founded 
on the basis of Institute of Medicine no. 1 from St. Petersburg, which was evacuated during the World War II in 
Kislovodsk and subsequently transferred to Chisinau together with teaching staff and students, under the name of 
State Institute of Medicine.

The Institute began its activity on 20 October 1945.
The noble mission of educating staffs belongs to teaching teams of professors with a strong intellectual 

potențial and a rich professional experience. About 1000 specialists, including 13. academicians and correspondent 
members of Moldova Science Academy. honorable members of academies from other countries, 149 PhD holders 
and 545 doctors in medical Sciences, 14 Laureates of State Award in the field of Science and techniques activate 
within 2 Departments, 63 Chairs, 6 courses and 20 scientific labs.

Republican Clinic Hospital „Timofei Mosneaga” initially had the status of a municipal hospital. being the 
first medical institution in Bessarabia. It began to function at the end of 1817. In the year of its 150th jubilee (1967), 
the hospital had 10 inpatient treatment wards, a republican consultative polyclinic for the rural population, the 
AVIASAN section. numerous laboratories. diagnostic offices. equipped with modern equipment. In 1977. a new 
building for the Republican Clinical Hospital was commissioned. Thanks to this fact. the institution essentially 
improved^ the quality of medical assistance provided to the population, perfecting and diversifying diagnostic 
methods, the activity of laboratories and departments. As a consequence, 181 new diagnostic and treatment methods 
were implemented in practice. During the period of transftion to the fiew economic market relations. the Hospital 
went through a difficult stage. which began to change with the implementation of the new medical Insurance System 
in 2004. Currently, it operates under a contract with theNational Company of Medical Insurance (CNAM). which 
guarantees regular funding. As a consequence, the problem of drug Insurance was solved, new medical Services and 
treatment methods were implemented. especially in the field of surgery—including minimally invasive surgery. The 
problem of reusing and equipping with modern equipment still persisted. The number of diagnostic investigations 
exceeded one million for the first time. The share of the rural population. from the total number of păticnts treated 
by SCR specialists. exceeded 85%. Currently, IMSP Republican Clinical Hospital "Timofei Mosneaga" has 795 beds.


